Miniproject supplement

Goals

- Squeeze a little more learning out of the project.
- Give you a chance to improve your grades.
- Reflect on what went well and badly the first time so you can do better the second.

The assignment

Your group can turn in an up-to-3 page supplement (a reasonable 11 or 12 point font, 1 inch margins, double spaced, i.e., a standard paper format) where you react to our main comments and any of the detailed comments that you think are important and that you have space to talk about. "React" means, if we’re flat wrong, to tell us so and why, and otherwise, means to talk about things you had to leave out of your paper or that you decide you could have done better, and to the extent possible in that space and a reasonable amount of time, address them.

Mail the supplement, along with a copy of the project with our comments, to infocomm3450@cornell.edu.

Evaluation

Groups that do a reasonable job of this can get a point rebate of up to half of the points you missed. “Reasonable” mostly means understanding the comments and having thoughtful responses.